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The fortress raised with safety is that one which is on the bases of unity with the neighbor.

The joy that radiates to the world and heals the hopeless hearts is that one which is born when you
share the joy of the other and you multiply it, feeling in yourselves a joy that did not come from
your own heart.

The Plan of God is fulfilled wherever there is fraternity, wherever the tests are overcome with
bravery and you share the joy of having overcome them.

Children, today I come to teach you to live in the Spiritual Community, the one that includes in
itself all the life on the Earth, the one that is wherever one lives in brotherhood and harmony.

The Communities-of-Light exist to express an archetype that must expand to the whole world, thus
causing the Spiritual Community of the planet to be born.

Cultivate among you the spirit of unity and love and multiply it. Make of all the places where you
go an expansion of the Communities-of-Light. Search for the need of your neighbor wherever you
are; share the joy of your neighbor wherever you are; make an effort to defeat the judgments and the
criticism, to understand the limitations of the other wherever you are.

Build the new world everyday. Find in the invisible of the planet, the Spiritual Community, the one
that manifests itself in the levels of the spirit as the perfect Thought of God and that, now, must
manifest itself in the planetary life.

With that I place you before an even bigger challenge than the one you live: of loving not only the
ones who are by your side, but also the ones who seem to be unknown to you.

Live in the Spiritual Community, live on the planet, discovering the sacred that is hidden on it. Find
the sacred that is in each essence.

Your Father and Instructor, The One who leads you to discover the Spiritual Community,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


